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General problem

modeling large foundation raft + piles/barettes system
real problem arises when number of piles is large
how to avoid mesh compatibility between piles and raft
and also subsoil ?
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Piles introduced as beams embedded in the 3D

continuum

FEM models remain relatively small
there is need for special interfaces to model skin friction
and tip resistance
however... direct computing of normal stresses in the
interface is impossible
but.. new design of piles does not change mesh in the
raft and subsoil
so-called local approach (to be explained later on) was
introduced in ZSoil in 2010
consequence: grid size in subsoil should be of order of pile
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Current ZSoil approach (till 2020)

Beam elementsMaster segment „m” 

Master node of pile tip
Interface „B”

Top pile node „T” 

Plate/shell element „p”

3D continuum element „c”

Slave segment „s”

Problem : find local coordinates ξ, η, ζ in a given
continuum element for a given point A with its Cartesian
coordinates x , y , z

Set of nonlinear equations: xA −
∑nen

k=1 Nk(ξ) xelek = 0
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Frictional interface

τ=σn tan φ+c

ft=0, fc< fcult
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segment mastersegment slave

skin resistance requires σn to be known (Coulomb’s law)

but...we cannot compute directly σn

so we have to estimate it from the adjacent continuum
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Weakness of the current ZSoil approach

Beam elementsMaster segment „m” 

Master node of pile tip
Interface „B”

Top pile node „T” 

Plate/shell element „p”

3D continuum element „c”

Slave segment „s”

displacements at master interface nodes (linked to the
continuum) are local (interpolated from embedding
continuum element)

in this approach we cannot see the effect of real shape of
a pile
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Weakness of the current ZSoil approach (cont...)

Beam elementsMaster segment „m” 

Master node of pile tip
Interface „B”

Top pile node „T” 

Plate/shell element „p”

3D continuum element „c”

Slave segment „s”

potential mesh sensitivity depending on position of a pile
with respect to the brick element nodes

strong mesh sensitivity for the tip resistance (for coarse
meshes tip forces were overestimated while for denser
underestimated) (note that the ultimate limit load under
the concentrated force is zero !)
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New approach eliminating mesh sensitivity

we want to see effect of the shape of a
pile/column/barette

circular and quadrilateral cross sections are supported

master nodes displacements must be computed as
nonlocal but without user defined averaging
parameters except shape and dimension of the cross
section
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Introducing effect of nonlocality

cross section is discretized with +/- equal pixel type cells
for each control point we have to find its embedding
element, its local coordinates within this element and
values of interpolation functions (this action is carried out
only once)
this way several continuum elements belong to the set of
embedding elements
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Introducing effect of nonlocality

nonlocal interpolation is spanned over all nodes of
embedding elements

special technique is worked out to compute weights for
each of all these nodes (sum of them is equal to 1)

dynamic data containers like sets, maps and vectors
from the C++ stl library simplify this job a lot
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Normal stress recovery

to find an averaged normal stress set of boundary control
points is generated and their embedding elements are
found
superconvergent patch recovery method is used to map
effective stresses in the continuum from centers to the
nodes
stress transformation from the global to the local
coordinate system (X local axis is the pile axis while the Y
local axis is aligned towards normal vector n) is carried
out yielding normal stress value σyy
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Benchmark 1: axially loaded pile

3D model Simplified model

Simplified he = 80cm Simplified he = 120cm
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Benchmark 1: axially loaded pile

Simplified he = 80cm Simplified he = 120cm

denser tip zone denser tip zone
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Benchmark 1: axially loaded pile (results)

without tip zone mesh refinement with tip zone mesh refinement
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Benchmark 2: horizontally loaded pile

3D model Simplified model

Simplified he = 80cm Simplified he = 120cm 15 / 23



Benchmark 2: horizontally loaded pile

Simplified he = 80cm Simplified he = 120cm

locally refined locally refined
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Benchmark 2: horizontally loaded pile (results)

without mesh refinement with mesh refinement
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Benchmark 2: horizontally loaded pile (results)

Deflection at H = 1000 kN

without mesh refinement with mesh refinement
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Benchmark 2: horizontally loaded pile (results)

Bending moment at H = 1000 kN

without mesh refinement with mesh refinement
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Benchmark 3: axially loaded barette

3D model Simplified model

Simplified he = 40cm Simplified he = 80cm
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Benchmark 3: axially loaded barette

Simplified he = 80cm

denser tip zone
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Benchmark 1: axially loaded barette (results)

without tip zone mesh refinement with tip zone mesh refinement
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Conclusions

The new approach for modeling piles/columns/barettes as
beam elements embedded in the 3D continuum exhibit
good convergence properties as far as mesh refinement is
concerned

It removes strong mesh dependency of the previous local
approach

Two cross sections are supported for the time being
(other convex shapes can easily be added)

Results of the 3 presented benchmarks show good
correspondence with the full 3D modeling

This approach enables one proper representation of
CFA/CMC columns-transmission layer interaction

It exhibits much better overall convergence and
significant elapsed time reduction with respect to the full
3D modeling
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